
Hurley 2nd XI vs Ruislip Victoria XI – Friendly (40/40 win/lose) 

Date:23rd July 2022 

Weather: Warm and pleasant 

Location: Shepherds Lane 

Toss: Hurley – elected to bat first 

Result: Ruislip Victoria won by 2 wickets 

 

Innings of Hurley 

C. Williams  b. Krunic 29 
P. Hunjan  b. Khalid 4 
A. Singh† LBW b. Yusuf 1 
H-A. Baig Run Out (Ismail) 53 
J. Cole* c. & b. Alam 26 
Joban Singh c. Booth b. Rana 46 
Surinder Singh LBW b. Rana 13 
N. Singh c. Bridger b. Khan 8 
Janta Singh Run Out (Booth) 12 
L. Cole Not Out  11 
Absent    
  Extras (5b, 6w, 7nb) 18 
  TOTAL 221 

 

M. Khalid 6.1 0 31 1 
E. Yusuf 6 1 20 1 
I. Krunic 8 0 46 1 
S. Alam 4 0 36 1 
S. Khan 8 0 54 1 
H. Rana 4 0 29 2 

 

Innings of Ruislip Victoria 

A. Ismail  b. Joban Singh 0 
J. Bridger† c. & b. Surinder Singh 10 
S. Alam  b. Hunjan 20 
S. Khan c. A. Singh b. J. Cole 7 
H. Rana c. &  b. Hunjan 0 
E. Akram  b. Hunjan 11 
J. Booth Not Out  83 
M. Khalid c. N. Singh b. Hunjan 3 
E. Yusuf c. & b. Joban Singh 46 
M. Walker* Not Out  22 
I. Krunic    
  Extras (11b, 2lb, 7w) 20 
  TOTAL 222-8 

 



 

 

Joban Singh 8 0 41 2 
Surinder Singh 6.3 1 44 1 
J. Cole 7 2 23 1 
P. Hunjan 8 3 31 4 
L. Cole 4 0 44 0 
H-A. Baig 3 0 26 0 

 

A cracking game of cricket ensued at Shepherds Lane as Hurley 2nds, having a week off from the 

exertions of the league, hosted Ruislip Victoria 2nds in a 40 over win lose friendly. The visitors are 

trying to resurrect their league career from 2023 and are playing various Chiltern League Division 2 

opponents whilst trying to secure a new home ground. They came into the game without a recent 

win whilst Hurley were looking to continue their winning streak; the match produced a thrilling run 

chase with some brutal hitting that epitomised the values of friendly village cricket, as Ruislip chased 

down a challenging 221 to win by 2 wickets with 21 balls remaining. 

Buoyed by recent wins when batting first, Hurley skipper Josh Cole won the toss and unsurprisingly 

chose to bat. The opening pair of Clive Williams (29) and Parvinder Hunjan (4) started sedately, until 

the erratic Mohammad Khalid (1-31) bowled a rare straight ball to bowl Hunjan in the 5th over with 

only 23 on the board. Akash Singh (1) didn’t last too long, as in the next over a polite appeal from 

Ehthesham Yusuf (1-20) was answered in the affirmative when struck in front, brother Joban raising 

the finger to send his younger sibling back to the pavilion with, your correspondent assumes, much 

disagreement. Williams continued to hit the bad ball and rotate the strike and in combination with 

the in-form Haider-Ali Baig (53) added 28 for the 3rd wicket, until Williams missed a straight one from 

the very tall off-spin of Ilija Krunic (1-46) to leave Hurley well-balanced at 55-3 off 11 overs. Cole (26) 

joined Baig and the futures of Hurley cricket, with nearly 1000 runs between them this season, 

added 46 off the next seven overs, when Cole tamely chipped a clearly visible knee-high full toss 

back to the grateful Shoaib Alam (1-36). Whilst most batsmen were finding timing difficult on a slow 

pitch against some slow bowling, Joban Singh (46) had no such challenges with an explosive innings 

of unadulterated but cultured slogging, hitting four boundaries and three maximums in only 27 balls 

making full use of the very short boundary on one side of the ground. There was even time to try a 

Mike-Walton-inspired-reverse-lap-sweep, before he finally slapped a long hop from Harry Rana (2-

29) to cover point, having added a rapid 59 with Baig in only seven overs and propel Hurley to 166-5 

off 25 overs and looking like posting a pretty big score. Surinder Singh (13) was next to go, a rather 

friendly LBW decision giving Rana his second wicket, before debutant Nishan Singh (8) nicked behind 

to give Saad Kahn (1-54) his only success. At the other end, Baig’s runs went largely unnoticed as the 

emerging U15 talent serenely added another half-century to the career statistics off 57 balls with 

seven 4s and one 6, and was looking like expertly marshalling the tail until Janta Singh (12), on 

debut, ended up at the same end as his colleague after some calamitous calling and running, Baig 

left stranded as he failed to reach the other end to be comfortably run out. With still 11 overs to bat 

at 198-8 but with only 10 players available, a calm head was needed to support the enthusiasm and 

interesting technique of Singh, and Liam Cole (11*) was just the man to lay anchor and frustrate the 

Ruislip bowling attack the two patiently adding a valuable 27 for the final wicket. Another poor piece 

of running left Singh run out as the pair looked to accelerate, leaving Hurley on a challenging but 

disappointing 221 all out with 23 balls of their 40 overs unused. 



The Victorians got off to the worst possible start as Abdi Ismail (0) was bowled first ball of the reply 

by Joban Singh (2-41), deflected via his pad to clip the leg stump – the bewildered batter still trying 

to process the events well into chase. Surinder Singh (1-44), fresh from last week’s heroics over at 

Penn and Tylers Green, started with a maiden but saw his second over smashed for 18 as Jim Bridger 

(10) and Shoaib Alam (20) started to accelerate. A smart return catch by Surinder, holding on at the 

second attempt, saw Bridger depart at 26-2 in the 6th over. Runs were hard to come by, as the 

excellent Parvinder Hunjan (4-31) took the pace off the ball and was well partnered by Josh Cole (1-

23) who, unlike last week’s match at Penn, bowled with much better control. Two wickets fell with 

the score on 37 as four consecutive maidens were bowled, Hunjan bowling Alam and removing 

Harry Rana caught and bowled for a duck. At 37-4 off 13 overs the Ruislip reply was in danger of 

disappearing more quickly than Prime Minister candidates, and the winviz was highly leaning 

towards the home team especially after Cole had Saad Khan (7) caught behind after a turgid 25 ball 

innings; a regulation catch by Akash Singh made to look more special as he dived in front of first slip 

to take the catch one handed. Hunjan then bowled Ehsan Akram (11) and Khalid (3) was caught at 

mid-on at 93-7 in the 25th over, and Hurley thinking they had guaranteed the win. What followed 

was an absolutely astonishing passage of cricket that would not have looked out of place in the IPL 

as Yusuf (46) wreaked havoc in the Berkshire sunshine and unstoppable runs flowed off the next 

three overs: Hunjan’s last over going for 1-18, the unfortunate Liam Cole (0-44) going for 23, and 

Joban Singh returning to concede 1-17. Yusuf’s stunning and brutal 12-ball innings was filled with 

immense power as he hit .6466444426W, the ball dispatched to all parts of the countryside and 

undergrowth, before Singh took a great skied catch off his own bowling to end the carnage. 58 runs 

had been scored in only 18 balls, including the wickets of Khalid and Yusuf, as James Booth (83*) hit 

an aggressive maiden half-century with a series of interesting shots off only 62 balls with 11 4s, one 

five, and two 6s. At 149-8 off 27 overs both sides could sense victory with over 70 still needed but 

only two wickets remaining. In truth a shell-shocked home side never recovered from Yusuf’s 

onslaught and alongside Booth the experienced Ruislip skipper Mick Walker (22) guided the visitors 

home with an unbroken 9th wicket partnership of 73 in 9.3 overs to win by 2 wickets in a thoroughly 

enjoyable and exciting game of cricket. 


